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"Gentlemen," a law library expert was
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tee, "if you acquire 48,000 volumes of
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lawyer deals with modern problems and therefore, the over thirteen thousand anno-
tations in American Law Reports, each containing a discussion of all the cases which
have been decided on the question, are on practical modern questions. 4 In this
manner A.L.R. solves the problem of a workable library, economical as to space
and cost.
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IN USE AS A STABILIZER which helps maintain the equilibrium of the
ship or airplane the gyroscope has contributed much to navigation.
The law is not always the way the lawyer would like to have it. The pre-
determination of a legal proposition without consulting with an open mind
the existing rules of law may spell disaster.
AMERICAN JUIISPRUDENCE with its unbiased statement of the rules
of law supplies the necessary balance to judgment.
The task o) the lawyer is to find out what the law really is, whether it is for or against
his client. He must approach this problem with an open mind and guard against un-
due influence from his predetermined concepts.
ADIERICAN JURISPRUDENCE offers these aids to balanced judgment-
Easy-to-find well-stated rules, simple but powerful in their eftect.
A statement oi the reason ior the rule, without which a lull understanding would be
impossible.
Well-illustrated exceptions which guard against improper applications.
Cautions as to limitations inherent in the rule itseb.
Write either publisher to furnish our new brochure
describing this essential set.
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